
 

Biography: The Beatles Tribute Show 
 
 
The Beatles Tribute Show is one of the best and most successful European revival groups. Put 
together since 1996 in the Czech Republic, the band has done over 1’500 (!) successful 
performances all over Europe. The key to the group's success lies in world-class interpretation of 
Beatles sound, picture-perfect stage choreography, vocal & visual similarity to the original Beatles. 
 
With their solid experience and professionalism on stage, The Beatles Tribute Show are THE 
perfect show-act for corporate events. No one will be able to sit still when hearing and watching 
this extremely authentic Beatles tribute band. 
 
The band's repertoire consists of some 60 of the Liverpool legends' best-known tunes. Each song 
has been meticulously rehearsed after a careful study of studio performances and audio and video 
recordings from live concerts. Thanks to this approach, the group is not only able to play songs 
nearly perfect, but it also captures the mood and atmosphere of every individual composition.  
 
Likewise, the band pays close attention to the image and originality of equipment. Every detail is 
important! Using original VOX amps, Rickenbacker and Epiphone guitars, a signature Hofner Violin 
Bass, and a Ludwig drum set, the band achieves a sound, undistinguishable from the original. 
 
What's more, the group has sets of exact copies of Beatles outfits and even pays attention to such 
niceties as original Beatle Chelsea Cavern Boots, chrome-plated VOX stands, stylish colour 
posters, and many other seemingly unimportant details that help create a perfect overall image.  
 
The band has a no-compromise attitude to stage choreography, settling for no less that absolute 
authenticity. Everything matters - the position on the stage, a left-handed bass player - an element 
crucial for an authentic Beatles image, and typical movements copied from video recordings of the 
legendary quartet. All you got to do is close your eyes, feel the music, and you'll be taken 
instantaneously to Liverpool, circa 1964, and it feels like the real Beatles performing on the stage.  
 
A concert of The Beatles Tribute Show Band is a veritable copy of a performance of the original 
Beatles. Thanks to its authenticity, the band has been hired as warm up acts for world stars and 
has performed at Beatles Festivals, entertainment shows, and TV shows (such as MTV). 
 
The band has been the highlight on many occasion and is proud to have fans all over Europe. 
 
 
Booking (exclusively for Switzerland and Germany): 
 

beatles-tribute-show@global-show-productions.com 

https://www.global-show-productions.com/the-beatles-tribute-show
mailto:beatles-tribute-show@global-show-productions.com

